CODE OF CONDUCT

Aviation Cultures Conference Inc. (ACC) recognises the value of the internet as a medium for exchange of information and for promoting the objectives of ACC. We have developed the following policies to ensure that ACC office bearers and members as well as the broader community of users have a transparent set of guidelines that govern the ACC website, ACC-managed social media accounts and the web-based conference platform used by ACC, to help ensure that our online community remains friendly and inclusive while also meeting the purposes of the ACC.

ACC expects everybody participating in ACC events to behave with honesty and to treat others respectfully.

Moderators have been appointed to monitor and regulate all online activities that involve ACC and these individuals should be contacted in the first instance with any queries regarding the application or interpretation of these policies. Contact details are available on our website.

POLICY ON APPROPRIATE CONTENT

ACC reserves the right to make decisions about what constitutes appropriate online content for our audiences on a case-by-case base. This applies to both content created by ACC or by third-parties, including content published on our website as well as distributed by ACC-managed social media accounts and web-based conference platforms used by ACC.
ACC will not publish or condone content that includes any of the following:

- Language that is libellous, defamatory, abusive, obscene, unlawful or that is otherwise threatening or discriminatory;
- Personal attacks or discriminatory comments based on race, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, disability or religion/belief;
- Any comments that are contrary to the aims of ACC;
- Solicitation or spam;
- Advertisement that is not related to the purposes of ACC;
- Intentional misrepresentation of another individual’s views;
- Any comments that contain sensitive information or that are likely to be in violation of any law;
- Personal discussions or comments that are off-topic or exclude a large percentage of the readership.

ACC reserves the right not to publish comments, or to promote or share content that we consider to be unacceptable. ACC also reserves the right at its absolute discretion to remove comments or content that it deems violate this code of conduct. Queries about this should be directed to the Moderators for the service in question in the first instance.